
Orange Room Learning at Home Grid 5 

Share a story or non-fiction book every day. Complete at least 1 activity every day and colour the activity you have done. 

Log onto Purple Mash. 

Go to your 2Dos. Find Crispy Cake 

Recipe Sequence. Try to put the 

pictures in the correct order. Write 

out instructions for making Crispy 

Cakes. Search Crispy Cakes on Purple 

Mash for the recipe. 

Log onto Purple Mash. Type 2Simple 

Table Toons into the Search bar. 

Practice your 3x and 4x tables. Choose 

the style of music that you like and play 

along! Try the Recall, Musical Chairs and 

Speed Test Games too. 

Log onto Purple Mash. 

Go to your 2Dos. Find the Time Half 

past and Time Quarter past 2Dos. 

Have a go at these. If they are too 

easy, try the quarter to and 5 

minute interval clocks. 

In your pack you will find a sheet called 

‘Addition to 30 with a number line’ Use 

this to practice adding using a number 

line. 

Now try these: 

17+7 16+5 18+6 12+9 15+9 11+10 19+7 

Make a poster about Castle Hill 

School. Include lots of facts about 

the school and the fun things that 

we do, like Beach School and our 

trips. You could draw pictures of the 

classrooms. Hall and playground and 

label them. 

Make a list of words that rhyme with 

these words – they can be real or 

nonsense words: See my examples of 

rhyming words in bold. 

 

cat (hat) hen (men) pig (hig) dot (mot) 

sun (fun) 

Draw a picture showing different 

signs of summer and label it. 

Watch this video about Signs of the 

British Summer from BBC Teach to 

inspire you: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=w12ZbGBWZ_k 

Write out numbers 0-20 as words. 

Practice the spelling of the tricky ones. 

Continue working on your High 

Frequency Words. Choose 3 words 

every day and learn to read and 

write them. Make up a sentence 

containing this word. Check – does it 

make sense? Have I used a capital 

letter and a full stop or question 

mark? 

Set up a ‘shop’ with an adult. Make 

labels with prices for the different 

items in your shop. 

Play shops and take it in turns to be the 

shopkeeper and the customer. Customer 

- can you pay giving the correct money? 

Shopkeeper – can you give change? 

Logon to BBC Bitesize Daily Lessons. 

With the help of an adult find a 

lesson about something that 

interests you. Follow the lesson 

carefully and try your best to 

complete each task.  

Check your class Learning at Home 

grid for Topic and Science learning you 

can do at home. 

Learn how many days there are in 

each month using this clip: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=drH3_Flt85g 

Sharing money equally 

(halves/quarters). You need twenty 1p 

coins or building bricks, or pasta that 

represent 1p each. 

Put 8 pennies into a bowl. Share them so 

that you and your grown up have the 

same. How much money do you each 

have?  

Repeat starting with different amounts 

e.g 6p, 12p, 10p, 20p. 

Change these words from singular to 

plural: 

Horse (singular = 1 horse) – horses 

(plural = lots of horses) 

Tree, flower, boy, girl, pencil, pen, 

ball, bat, burger, pizza. 

Write these words into sentences: 

When I went for a walk I saw a huge 

brown horse in the green field. 

Find out 5 facts about someone famous. 

It could be a sports person you admire, 

an actor or an historical figure. 

Write the facts out neatly, making sure 

you have used capital letters and full 

stops. Draw a portrait of this person. 
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